There are many situations where it is impossible, or impractical, to secure permission from a copyright holder.
Fair Use Brings Flexibility
Fair Use brings flexibility to copyright protections. It is vitally important to innovation, creativity, and scholarship. Fair use is a fundamental right, and has been recognized by the Supreme Court as a safeguard of the First Amendment. It permits the use of copyrighted material without permission from the rights holder under certain circumstances and has been called the "safety valve" of U.S. copyright law. Fair use is a broad and flexible doctrine that is responsive to change and can accommodate new technologies and developments.
Examples of Fair Use in Action
Fair use is relied upon by everyone, including both users of copyrighted content as well as creators. It's almost impossible to create something entirely new, without drawing some inspiration from works that already exist. We use Fair Use every day -every time you repost something on social media, or forward pictures taken by someone else. Each time you search the internet for images or look for a quote from a book, you're benefiting from Fair Use.
Knowledge Check
Choose the best response. When finished click SUBMIT.
Fair Use
So what exactly is fair use? As section 107 of the U.S. Copyright Act, Fair Use allows us to discuss, quote, copy, annotate, parody, and build upon copyrighted works, for purposes "such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research." Fair Use is purposely vague to allow for unanticipated uses.
4 Factors
Fair use is evaluated by these four factors:
 The purpose of the use  The nature of the work
 The amount used
The effect of the use on the market The Supreme Court has explicitly stated that the factors are not to "be treated in isolation from one another. All are to be explored and weighed together, in light of copyright's purpose." Let's dig a little deeper into each factor:
Purpose and character of the Use
The purpose and character of the use is where you consider why you're using the work: Are you creating something you'll sell? Are you incorporating it into a course syllabus or assignment? Are you reporting on or reviewing it? Because teaching and scholarship are specifically mentioned as reasons for fair use in copyright law, those are generally weighed in favor of fair use. However, just because it's an educational use, that doesn't mean it's always fair -you still have to consider the other three factors. Additionally, if a use is transformative, that is, it creates a new purpose or new understanding, it is a strong argument for fair use.
Nature of the work being used
The second factor is the nature of the work being used. Is it a creative work -such as poetry, music, art, dance, or is it more factual, such as a history book, or scientific article? Uses of factual works tend weigh more in favor of fair use than creative. Another element is whether the original work was ever published -that is, made public by the creator. For example, using someone's private diary is less likely to be fair than if they'd published their memoirs.
Amount and Substantiality
The third factor is the amount and substantiality of the use, which tends to be where much of the confusion about fair use lies. How much can you use? There are no specific amounts that are considered safe in copyright law, despite the many guidelines you might see about using 2 minutes or 10% of a work. There are some Fair Use cases where using an entire work was considered fair (such as scanning an entire book to enable screen readers or Braille translators to make it accessible), and some cases where using only 30 seconds of a work was not considered fair. The important concept to remember is that you've used only as much as is needed to meet your purpose.
Effect of the Use
Finally, the effect of the use on the market has a strong impact on whether a use is considered fair. Would your use have an impact on the potential market for the original work? Could it be used as a substitute for the original work? You should consider your use honestly. For example, if you are uploading 3 chapters of a commercial textbook to your online course page to avoid making your students purchase the book, it's very unlikely this would be considered a Fair Use since it has a direct impact on the market for the textbook.
Summarizing Fair Use
After considering the four factors, a final test you can use are to ask these three questions, which help define whether your use is transformative. Is this material needed to help me make my new point? Will my use help my audience understand my new point? Have I used no more than is needed for them to understand? If you can honestly answer yes to these questions, you can feel fairly confident that your use is likely to be fair.
Identifying Fair Use Activity

Fair Use Evaluation
There are many tools that can help you walk through making your own Fair Use decisions -This Fair Use evaluation tool, or a Fair Use checklist are useful guides, asking questions about each one of the four factors to help you build confidence in your justification.
Codes of Best Practice
And the Center for Media Studies has gathered a number of Codes of Best Practice for specific uses and audiences. These codes are developed by professionals in consultation with copyright lawyers to provide fair use guidance for common uses and situations in a particular setting, such as creating online video, film and media educators, and Fair Use of images for teaching, research and study. These codes are great resources.
Practice practice practice
Understanding Fair Use helps you avoid the fear, uncertainty, and doubt surrounding your use of copyrighted works. As you consider your uses, whether as a student, instructor, or creator, you will build your confidence and comfort level in making fair use decisions. ASU Library also has a copyright library guide with more resources about Fair Use.
Learning Outcomes
Now that you have completed this tutorial, you can: 
